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100% Prepared
Themes and Action

• National Advocates Remain Concerned re Children’s Needs and Current Trends
  – Federal Fiscal Crisis
  – Competing Priorities
  – Unfinished Commission Business
• Federal Partners with Engaged Leaders and Progress
  – Working Groups
  – Action on NCCD Recommendations
Themes

• Engaged Subject Matter Experts in Multiple Areas of Federal Structure
  – But…Local and Regional Challenges Remain Major Hurdles
  – But no national overarching commission-like body (Placement of new HHS Committee)

• World Class Examples of Coalitions
  – But…how to replicate the “secret sauce”

• Need for National Clearinghouse

• Need for National Level Peds Exercises
Themes

• HPP Working w Peds Experts on Grant Guidance
  – **Regulatory Requirement for peds drills/prep??**
• Surge Concerns: Bed Capacity and SOP
  – Staff; Stuff; Space
• Outstanding Regional Networks
  – IL; CA; NY
• Work-Arounds: Culture of Safety; Process Engineers—why aren't they in this world??
Themes

- Excellent Examples of Psychological Triage and Support; Religious Competency FBOs
- Engage Youth; Engage People w Disabilities; Learn to #--Social Media
- Engage Trainees, Community Docs
- CHILD CARE CENTERS
- It Takes A Village
  - Expand the Coalition Beyond Peds Folks
Themes

• Time for Creative Models of Financing
  – Co-purposed building/projects
  – Demonstrate ROI of COOP
  – Medicaid Battles and Competing Priorities

• *Andy Garrett MD MPH:*
  – Time for Decrease the Denominator
  – Time for Resilience
  – Time for New Partners
Themes…Questions….To Do’s

• Where is the **HOME** for these issues?
  – Clearinghouse
  – List Serv?
  – Coalition Builder?
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A Busy Day

Disaster Management Cycle:
- Mitigation
- Preparation
- Response
- Recovery
- Capacity Building
- Pre-Impact
- Event
- Reconstruction
- Restoration
A Busy Time
Celebrate Progress